Welcome to Year 5
Welcome to
Rochester Class

The information in these slides will
help you to get to know your
classroom and the staff you will be
working with a little better.
We are all sad that we couldn’t get
together in person this year but
with a bit of luck this information
will help you get ready for
September.

Mrs Taylor will be your teacher
(Monday - Tuesday)

Fun Facts
1. I went to school in Wales where all
my lessons were in welsh.
2. I worked at a holiday camp where I
once served Prince Charles a cup of
tea.
3. I love to bake but hate washing up.
4. My favourite meal is steak and
chips.
5. My superpower would be to be
invisible.

Mr Jones will be your teacher
(Wednesday - Friday)

Fun facts
1) I used to be a butcher.
2) My favourite food is pizza.
3) If I could be any animal I would be a
cat so I could have lots of naps.
4) I enjoy being outside – going for
walks in the countryside, doing the
gardening etc.
5) If I could have a superpower it
would be to freeze time whenever I
wanted to.

The Teaching Assistant for our class
will be Mrs Beaver
1. I have three girls all named after
flowers.
2.I love chocolate.
3.My favourite films are Disney, and if
I could be a Disney character I would
be Woody from Toy Story
4.I have a ‘frug’ puppy called Ralph
5. If I had a super power it would be
invisibility.

Also working in our class will be Mrs Holt

1. I am an MDMS as well as a TA
2. I like to start each day with a smile
3. I enjoy watching movies and
singing (though not necessarily
together)
4. My favourite band is Queen.
5. If I had a super power, it would be
to walk through walls.

Purple Mash Live Blog Chat

We will be running another live chat on the
Purple Mash blog at 9.30 am until 10.30 am
on Thursday 16th July 2020.
Mrs Taylor and Mr Jones be able to join you in
your class blog and chat with you and answer
any questions you may have.

We look forward to hearing from you.

Although we can’t see our new classroom before September, we can show you some
children who have been in that classroom so you can see what it looks like.

What will we do in Term 1?
•

Everyone in school will start by doing work linked to the book ‘Return’.

•

We will have time to talk about all the things you have been doing whilst
school has not been open for everyone- be ready to tell us about anything
special you have done, made or achieved.

•

We will be starting our Core Text “Cosmic” which we will use for our literacy
work.

•

We will be starting off by revisiting work on place value and addition and
subtraction. Keep working on learning those times tables too!

•

Our theme for the first term will be Technology and we will be looking at the
invention of the telephone.

We start school on Wednesday 2nd September

On the first day back, remember to arrive wearing your full school uniform.
Things you need to remember to bring with you are:






A named P.E. kit in a bag that can be left in school.
A named water bottle with fresh water in.
A healthy snack if you want one for break time.
Your lunch in a named lunch box (unless you are having a school lunch).

